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elegant, versatile, and free to use, vera sans is a modern sans-serif typeface with a clean and harmonious design.
in addition to the normal weight, the font also has bold and condensed versions. it is one of the most popular fonts

on the web, used on some of the most popular websites. the font used in this article is the author’s preferred
choices. another font that works well for this article would be archer. it has a very clean, modern look. if you would
like to learn more about archer, read the author’s article on archer. the opentype family name “europa” is taken

from europatype’s own geometric font family, “europa gro”, while “europa gro” is a sans serif font family. this can
be confusing. but the “europa gro” is based on the design principles of futura, so its design is based on futura, and
the “europa” is based on the “europa gro”. because futura and europa gro are so similar, they are often confused.
but futura is a sans serif font, while europa gro is a serif font. futura is based on geometric shapes, while europa
gro is based on natural shapes, like the human figure. futura is geometric in form, while europa gro is organic. if

you’re familiar with the latin alphabet, you might recognize a few of the glyphs in these fonts. futura was designed
by max miedinger, and europa gro is based on his work. futura has a capital i glyph that looks a lot like the capital

i in the futura bold weight. but europa gro has an optional ligature for that character that looks more like the
capital i in the futura regular weight. and futura has a capital o glyph that looks a lot like the capital o in the futura

italic weight. but europa gro has an optional ligature for that character that looks more like the capital o in the
futura regular weight. all of these fonts have capitals, lowercase letters, and a few punctuation marks, so they’re

all useful for both text and headline purposes.
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the 'server' name can be a bit slippery. server fonts can be
installed on a server and used by remote users or automated

processes to create items. these licenses are fairly common for e-
commerce websites that allow their customers to interact with the
font via the business' webpage interface, customize a printed hard-
good product, and they'd purchase/receive the hard-good product.
created by font fabrique in conjunction with linotype, europa gro
offers a more compact design without compromising readability.

the gro nr2 font family is available for adobe typekit. the gro
family sets the standard for a modern, legible family which is

pleasingly readable in both text and display sizes. europa gro nr2,
which was added to the adobe fonts library last year, brings a
weight and a face that is an improvement on its predecessor,

europa gro nr1. although it is a substantial upgrade, the character
of the family has not changed. it still has a crisp, legible design
and a collection of weights to complement the modern design

trend. see how it would look in real life by clicking through to view
the wide selection of preview images showing europa in use both
as a display font and for body text. when a designer knows which
weight they want and that they want to use only a single face, it is
most efficient to use a face with the same metrics as that weight.
that is why europa gro nr2 has the same design and metrics as

europa gro nr1, while it also has a new weight to complement it.
the new weight, europa gro nr2 light, was originally included with
the design of europa gro nr2, but this is the first time it has been

available outside the box. 5ec8ef588b
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